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Abstract
Explosive growth of the new style computers such as cellular phones, smartphones
and tablets lead the strong demand for the large scale internet serivces, which are often
taking an important role in the society. The massive scale datacenters which comprise
tens or hundreds of thousands commodity computers achieve these services automating
the dynamic management of the computational resources by the virtualization technologies
and distributed systems. This cloud computing paradigm provides agility and cost eective
solutions to users.
Although the operations on computational resources are highly automated, the net-
work facilities are still managed manually since they do not provide exible interfaces.
In addition the limitation of existing network solutions prevent building the massive scale
network distributed in regions in cheap price. To solve the problems network virtualization
with software-dened network (SDN) is emerging. It provides programmable interfaces
to the network facilities and enables dynamic deployment of the virtual machine (VM)
instances.
On the other hand, distributed rate limiting (DRL) was proposed to control the trac
of cloud services distributed in racks, datacenters and regions. DRL paradigm enables
cloud service providers to provision the trac on the multi-tenant environment in the
fair manner and introduces new billing system on the network loads. However the DRL
requires the congurations and implementation of rate limiting and consensus agreement
algorithms to switches, which need to be operated manually.
In this thesis we propose the DRL system on the virtualized network to achieve fully
automated network operations. Our approach contributes to the realization of the more
cost eective, scalable and exible datacenter network and enhances the agility on the
deployment of network facilities.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Goals of This Thesis
The goals of this thesis are the following three points. First, we propose the design of the rate
limiting methods on the virtualized network topology, which is scalable and exible for the modern
demands on the large scale datacenter. Second, we present the proof-of-concept implementation
of the proposed rate limiting design. Through this implementation, we lead to clarify the design
issues to build the rate limiting functionalities in the distributed environment. Finally, we evaluate
it to show how the issues eect on the performance and what the best practice to manage the rate
limiting on the real world is.
1.2 Contents of This Thesis
Following this introduction section, this thesis is organized in the six sections.
Chapter 2 presents the abstractions of the virtual resources, which decouple the virtualized
network topologies from the physical ones, and the virtual bandwidths which are parts of the
virtual resources which represent the bandwidth assigned to the tenant. Then we also depict the
design of the rate limiting on those distributed and virtualized networks.
Chapter 3 shows the implementation of the formentioned rate limiting and the system overview.
Chapter 4 introduces the evaluation for the rate limiting and describes the issues which we
experienced.
Chapter 5 gives the discussions based on the design, implementation and evaluation providing
the possibility for future work.
Chapter 6 states the previous works related to this thesis.
Chapter 7 concluds this thesis with general descriptions.
1.3 Background
This section describes about the background of the distributed rate limiting (DRL) on the dis-
tributed and virtualized network topology, which is the main theme of this thesis. Cloud computing
requires large scale datacenter networking infrastractures and they are sued from lack of the scal-
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ability, inexibility and the high cost operation. Software-Dened Network achieves programmable
network at the lower cost and it enables virtualized network which is able to decouble the virtu-
alized network topology from the physical one. Through virtualized network we can manage the
network between virtual machine (VM) instances in a exible manner. In that environment we
need to manage VMs of the tenants distributed in the dierent network segments. For the cloud
providers it is crucial to assign the xed size bandwidth to the tenants based on the service level
aggreement (SLA) in terms of the billing on them and carving the limited network resources up in
the fair behavior.
1.3.1 Explosion of Internet Services
Due to increase of cellular phones, smartphones and tablets various people use Internet services and
we experience the explosion of the trac because the services serve hundreds of millions contents
such as text messages, large data size images or movies in the realtime behavior and the number
of their users is rapidly growing. These services such as web search, video sharing and social
networking are required to be able to deal with millions queries a day or tens of petabytes data a
day, and running 24/7.
1.3.2 Cloud Computing and Datacenters
Large scale cluster based datacenters which are able to provide the massive computation and storage
resources are strongly demanded to achieve such rapidly growing Internet services. In the point
of view from the small or medium companies, they have to prepare overprovisioned resources and
to have their own datacenters take much cost. And it is dicult to predict the ush crowd or the
epidemic of the users of the services.
Some companies provides their infrastructures as utilities to users not only use them by them-
selves [1, 2, 8, 6]. Users never care about the underlying infrastrucrues such as spaces for physical
servers, network facilities and power management units because resources are abstracted and ex-
posed to users via services or APIs. Such cloud service providers charge on the resources in the
pay-as-you-go model and that frees users from overprovisioning for the unpredictable demands for
their services.
In the context of the computer science datacenters are also referred as \warehouse-scale com-
puters" because a datacenter can be considered as a single computer system [19]. Their workloads
are mainly comprised collections of distributed systems and thousands of nodes, which are physical
machines or VMs, dedicate to the computation intensive tasks. These distributed tasks are also
heavily network intensive because nodes need to communicate with each other through remote
procedure calls or the master-worker model.
1.3.3 Datacenter Networks
The conventional datacenters used to be equipped with tens of thousands servers connected with
each other and they form the typical tree topology [9, 17]. Each rack has tens of servers and they
are connected to the Top-of-Rack (ToR) switch. Each ToR switch is aggregated to the aggregation
switches. And then each aggregation switch is converged to the datacenter switches connected with
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the Internet or other datacenters and highly over-subscribed with some aggregate switches. These
over-subscribed switches have many 10GbE ports and tends to be expensive than the commodity
1GbE switches [9].
In such sort of typical network topology tenants hold VMs which share the network facility on
the host machines. To keep tenants secure and seperate from other tenants virtualized isolation
between tenants on top of the physical network is achieved by VLAN. However, VLAN experiences
three major problems for the cloud providers.
First, VLANs have their limitations for the number of nodes which they can manage depends
on the length of the 12 bit VLAN identier, which is namely 4096 nodes. Those limitations are too
small to assign for tens of thousands VM instances on the massive scale datacenter and manual
congurations for the segments are required. To solve this problem of the scalability VXLAN [7]
extending the VLAN with L2 tunneling over L3 and tenancy information was designed. But it is
currently a RFC draft of the IETF and does not solve the following two problems completely.
Second, nodes owned by dierent tenants are not isolated completely because tenants can
snoop the tracs on the same LAN where other tenants reside. Although communications in
the same LAN can be encrypted, senders and receivers should be care about it, and that means
cloud providers need to prepare instances which have the encryption mechanisms or tenants have
to protect their trac data by themselves. That would increase the cost of engineering for cloud
providers and tenants consequently would have to pay for it.
Finally, when we need VMs to be migrated between the dierent segments we have to recon-
gure network topology and reassign the IP address to the VMs. This degrades the agility of the
deployment of the network facilities that raises the operational cost [9].
To deal with these problems of the datacenter networks the alternative network topology with
the commodity switches were proposed [9, 18]. These designs oer advantages such as lower cost,
lower latency, lower energy consumption, wasting fewer heat from switches, fault tolerance, scalable
and exible routing. In other words, by scaling out the network facilities on the datacenter network
we can build the datacenter grade networks at the lower cost with commodity switches and multi-
path routing using load balancing mechanisms. We mention few solutions to realize such commodity
switch-based datacenter network in the following 1.3.4 and 1.3.5.
1.3.4 Software-Dened Network
To solve the static and inexible nature of the network falicities the idea of the software-dened
network (SDN) emerged. SDN enables us to program the behavior of the network. OpenFlow [22]
is a one of the specication of the SDN and it seperates datapaths, where data go through, from
control planes, which manage the actions bound to each ow. Because of this simple but powerful
specication, we can achieve the following three contributions to the datacenter networks:
1. With OpenFlow we can manage the functions of the switches and extend the algorithms for
the load balancing dynamic routings. Since they are not hard-coded in the rmware, they
can be changed immediately in any forms when you wish.
2. It is able to transform the commodity servers into the commodity switches, and that doesn't
take any costs without NICs and servers itself.
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3. Some software switches based on the OpenFlow protocol which datapaths are the kernel
module and balanced their ow processings by its IRQs among cores, which means they are
multi-core available. In the future of multi-core era, this matches with the demands on the
consolidating switches into the servers.
These properties drive us to realize the datacenter network aforementioned in Chapter 1.3.3.
And it is able to change network policies depends on the network loads dynamically, which leads
us to build more exible networks than hardware based static networks.
1.3.5 Network Virtualization
SDN enables us to achieve the dynamic networking functionality based on the situations of the
networks. Using SDN it is also available to provide the abstractions to decouple the interfaces
from their underlying physical networks, which we call network virtualization. The pairs of the
names and the locations are determined dynamically, and the communication between the dierent
datacenters are multiplexed by the equal cost multi paths. The packets go through these paths are
encapsulated and forwarded in the appropriate route without interfereing. From the perspective of
the tenants VM instances in the dierent regions are connected on the same large LAN.
In addition we can manage rewalls, load balancers and VPNs as softwares built on the virtual-
ized networks because they cloud be deployed automatically adapting the situation of the network
loads or the demands of tenants.
On such virtualized network topologies we don't need to care about the physical topology among
the dierent locations connected with the Internet. Because of this abstraction we can migrate VM
instances from a datacenter to another one without changing of the IP addresses. That drives the
agility of the deployment of the instances because they are automated and able to be manupluated
from the outside of the datacenters through some interfaces such as browsers or Web APIs. It
also enhance the high availability to avoid failures on the physical infrastructures caused by the
hardware errors, management errors and disasters such as earthquakes or hurricane.
In this section we described about the network virtualization and its importance. In the vir-
tualized network environment multi-tenancy is the crucial feature for the cloud providers. In the
next section we state the one of the problem in such environment and show the solution for the
problem which is the theme of this thesis.
1.3.6 Distributed Rate Limiting and QoS on the Virtualized Network
Rate limiting on the cloud infrastractures of datacenters is required in the industry because of
the demand on performance isolation between tenants and protecting well-behaved tenants from
malicious tenants [24, 26]. Current cloud providers do not provide the explicit charges on the
network bandwidth, and tenants are not guaranteed with the network performance [27]. Therefore
well-behaved tenants can be eected by the malicious tenants who dominate the network bandwidth
and that is not fair for the well-behaved tenants. This unfairness can drop the reputation of the
cloud providers.
On the virtualized network the network topology can be distributed in some racks, datacenters
or regions and in that situation rate limiting also should be distributed. But rate limiting on the
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virtualized network is a challenging in technical as following three reasons:
1. DRL should deal with the joininig and withdrawing of nodes automatically and assign ap-
propriate max rates for each node
2. The consistency of the allocated maximum rates among the instances assigned for a tenant
should be kept.
3. The rate limiting should be work-conserving, which means if the trac on the switch shared
with some instances enough smaller than the bandwidth of the backplane instances should
be allowed excessive bandwidth and \borrow" the bandwitdh from other tenatns on the same
physical links.
4. The rate limiting systems should be fault torelant because if the rate limiting systems for
a tenant fail down other tenants will be eected and that would cause the failures of the
services.
To achieve the DRL on the virtualized network we propose the abstraction virtual resources
which represents the network resrouces assigned to tenants in Chapter 2.2. Conducting with the
cloud providers tenants will be given some virtual resources that stand for the summation of their
allocated network resouces assigned to each instance. As a part of virtual resouces tenants will be
guranteed the bandwidth they can use among their instances, which is referred as virtual bandwidth
in the thesis. Based on these virtual bandwidths we collect data about the instances of tenants
and calculate the appropriate maximum rates for each instance.
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Chapter 2
Design
This chapter shows the design of our proposing rate limiting system on the virtualized network to
meet the demand described in the previous chapter. First, we state about the system overview
and then we will propose the virtual resources which are the abstraction for the network resources
assigned to tenanats and the virtual bandwidth which are parts of the virtual resources.
2.1 System Assumptions and Requirements
The rate limiting has its constraint that the aggregated bandwidth of all instances managed by the
rate limiter never exceeds the bandwidth assigned to the tenant, which is
X
i2I
ri  Bvirtual (2.1)
where I is the set of instances assigned to a tenant, ri is the maximum rate assigned to the
instance and Bvirtual is the virtual bandwidth allocated to the tenant. We describe about the detail
of the virtual bandwidth in Chapter 2.2.
On the virtualized network environment the tenant can have instances distributed among racks,
datacenters or regions, which are called sites and every instance reside on the site. DRL has its
constraint that the sum of the all instances owned by the tenant on every site never excceds the
virtual bandwidth assigned to the tenant, which is
X
s2S
X
i02I0s
ri0(t)  Bvirtual (2.2)
where S is the set of the site, I0s is the set of the instances on the site s and ri0(t) is the maximum
rate assigned to the instance on the site s on time t and Btenant is the virtual bandwidth allocated
to the tenant.
On the other hand, the physical network environment where the virtualed networks are mapped
forces the constraint that the sum of all instances on a physical host never exceed the maximum
bandwidth which the host has, which is
X
t2T
X
i002I00t
ri00(t)  Blocal (2.3)
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where T is the set of the tenants which a physical host serve, I00t is the set of the instances which
assigned to the the tenants t, ri00(t) is the bandwidth which the instance i consumes on time t and
Blocal is the maximum bandwidth available for the physical host serves the tenants.
We need to satisfy both of two equation (2.2) and (2.3) to rate limit appropriately. These
constraints gurantee the fairness of allocated bandwidth and the predictable performance seperation
among the tenants.
We specied the time t and loosened the restrictions on (2.2) and (2.3) because these constraints
may not be satised at some points and we can not gurantee they are always holded.
↓
25Mbps
↓
40Mbps
100Mbps
Instance A
Instance B
Instance C
↓
25Mbps
35Mbps
↓
40Mbps
100Mbps
Instance A
Instance B
Instance C
Transition State Consistent State
Figure 2.1: The consistency of the virtual bandwidth
2.2 Virtual Resource and Virtual Bandwidth
Virtual resources are the sets of resources assigned to the tenants. For instance, the tenant would
contract for the services which are assigned network resources such as the maximum bandwidth
allocated only for the tenant, which is refered as the virtul bandwidth.
In our model the OpenFlow controller on each physical host manage virtual resources associated
with the each tenant keeping the consistency of the virtual resources' information. In other words,
OpenFlow controllers assigned to the tenant communicate each other and allocate some resources
for the instances on the physical host from the virtual resources which the tenant owns as if the
tenant has the allocated resources and cut out some pieces from the resources.
2.2.1 The Consistency of the Virtual Bandwidth
On the local environment it is available to keep the consistency among instances because they are
on the same host and communication between one instance and other instances is enough fast and
reliable.
However, on the virtualized network instances could be distributed among racks, datacenters
or regions. In such situation we need to gurantee the consistency of the infomation of the virtual
bandwidth among the controllers distributed in the sites as the equation (2.2). If the consistency
is lost, the constraint that the tenants never use the bandwidth beyond the allocated range. This
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can cause the unfaireness among the tenants therefore it is critical to keep the consistency for DRL
system.
In this situtation, we have two choices to keep the consistency between one controller and others:
1. Store data of the virtual bandwidth on the centralized repository. In this case we
can manage data easily monitoring the repository and calculating the maximum rates on the
repository. However, such centralized repository can be the single point of failure (SPoF) of
the system, which eects the whole physical network reside on the same physical host and
cause the inconsistency of the infomation of the virtual bandwidth.
2. Store the data on each controller. They comunicate each other to keep the consistency
among controllers assigned to the tenant by the consensus algorithms such as gossip protocols
[29] or Paxos [21]. Although the implementations of the consensus algorithms are required,
this method extinguish the SPoF. However the constraint depend on the strong consistency
that the sum of the bandwidths used by the instances owned by the tenant never exceed the
allocated bandwidth as denoted in (2.2).
The main point to choose the method to keep the consistency is the performance. In our
model statistics data collection and calculation of the maximum rates are done in a period of the
xed time interval and the controller will serve several tenants. In addition the controllers have
to process OpenFlow packets except for the statistics data collections. Therefore we chose to use
replicated and distributed directory service for storing data of the virtual resources. The directory
service replicates the data among few replication databases to avoid being SPoF and performs in
the scaling manner to deal with massive requests.
2.3 Service Overview
Our system consists of three components. The rst one is a directory service which sotres the
virtual resouces and the virtual bandwidth. The second one is rate limiter which collect statistics
data and set max rates to the instances of the tenant. It repeats that processes in a period of the
xed time. And the last one is calculator which monitor the changes on the data of the virtual
resources, calculates the appropriate max rates and notify them to the rate limiter.
Figure 2.2 depicts the system overview. At rst the rate limiter collects statistics data of
instances assigned to the tenant and report them to the directory service. The calculator monitoring
the change of the data on the directory service then calculates the maximum bandwidth for all
instances. Then the rate limiters are notied from the directory service and set the calculated
maximum rates to the instances.
We decouple the calculation of the maximum rates base on the rate limiting algorithms and the
actual rate limiting mechanisms into the rate limiters and the calculators to achieve decentralized
and exible rate limiting. Due to this decision we can change the calculation policy by replacing
the calculator into another one without any modications on the switches. Switches never care
about the rate limiting algorithms but just set the maximum rates calculated by the calculator.
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Calculator
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1. Store offered loads
2. Calculate
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3. Maximum rates
Tenant Host A
Host B
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Figure 2.2: Service overview
2.4 Calculator
Calculators are the individual processes which monitor the information of the virtual resources for
the tenants and calculate appropriate maximum rates for instances of each tenant. Calculators
watch oered loads calculated base on statistics data from Rate Limiters and if they can nd
changes on the data they start calculation. The algorithms of the rate limiting are described in
algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Max Rate Calculation Callback
Ensure: t is the identier of the tenant to which the calculator dedicated
1: function UpdateRateLimitCallback
2: if calculationLock is not acuired on the directory service then
3: acquire calculationLock
4: o GetOfferedLoads(t)
5: maxRates CalculateMaxRates(o)
6: store maxRates to the directory service atomically
7: for all p 2 Pt do
8: if rate limiter is active then
9: SetUpdateCallback(p, maxRate, UpdateRateLimiterCallback)
10: else
11: SetUpdateCallback(p, maxRate, Nil)
12: end if
13: end for
14: release calculationLock
15: end if
16: end function
In short, calculators will not calculate maximum rate but use oered loads directly as the
maximum rates if the sum of the oered loads does not excceed the maximum bandwidth limit
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allocated for each tenant. Otherwise calculators normalize the sum of oered loads by the maximum
limit and divided them based on some metrics, for example the ratio of the amount of each instance's
trac.
Algorithm 2 shows the ratio-based rate calculation.
Algorithm 2 Ratio-based Rate Calculation
Ensure: t is the identier of the tenant to which the calculator dedicated
Ensure: Ot is the set of oered loads from which instances on this physical host
1: procedure CalculateMaxRates(Ot: OeredLoads)
2: demand POt
3: if demand > Bvirtual then
4: for all o 2 Ot do
5: add (oBvirtual)=demand to maxRates
6: end for
7: else
8: r  (Bvirtual   demand)=Length(Ot)
9: add o+ r to maxRates
10: end if
11: return maxRates
12: end procedure
2.5 Rate Limiter
Rate limiters are the frontends of the OpenFlow controllers for DRL. They are the component of
each OpenFlow controller on the physical host and able to be enabled or disabled by the controller.
They behaves as following in sequential.
1. Collect statistics data for each instance
2. Report the data to other OpenFlow controllers which dedicate to the management of the
virtual resources for the tenant, and the OpenFlow controllers store the data to the directory
service
3. Wait for calculator to nish calculating the maximum rates for the all instances
4. Set the propagated maximum rates calculated by Calculator to the instances
The rate limiters repeat these processes on the xed time interval. Hence all processes have to
be done in the time interval.
Algorithm 3 presents the rate limiter's main loop.
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Algorithm 3 Local Rate Limiting Loop
Require: Pt is the set of the ports on this physical host
1: procedure RateLimit
2: repeat
3: for all p 2 Pt do
4: s RetrieveStatisticsData(p)
5: add s to the stats set
6: end for
7: o CalculateOfferedLoads(stats set)
8: store o to the directory service atomically
9: wait for maxRates to be calculated
10: for all p 2 Pt do
11: set GetMaxRate(maxRates, p) to p
12: end for
13: until rate limiter is active on the xed interval
14: end procedure
2.6 Rate Limiting Interval
In our model DRL should be done on the exed time interval, which gives the constraint
td + tr + tc  Tinterval (2.4)
where td is the total time involving in the directory service such as read from and write to it, tr
is the total time to the rate limiter, tc is the total time to the calculator and Tinterval is the interval
set to the OpenFlow controller to start the next rate limiting. If the constraint denoted in the
equation (2.4) is broken, the rate limiting in that time interval will not be applied appropriately.
Therefore the equation (2.4) have to be always holded.
2.7 Automatic Applying of DRL
On the virtualized network environment, the instances launched by the tenant can be placed in
the dierent locations such as racks, datacenters and regions. In addition the instances can be
migrated from one location to another one because of the economic, legal and disaster reasons.
For instance, if the expense of the electricity on a location is cheaper than another one the
tenant could want to migrate to the location. Or the tenant's website is recognised as illegal on a
location but other location. Otherwise an hurricane or an earthquake could strike the datacenter
which hosts the instances of tenant.
Even though the tenants experience such situation and migrate their instances, the DRL should
work and manage the trac of instances appropriately. All information required for the DRL are
stored on the directory service and the rate limiter should be able to treat the assigned instances
in the state less manner.
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Chapter 3
Implementation
In this chapter we presents the implementation of the system we described in the previouse chapter.
As we stated, we propose the DRL on the virtualized network topology based on OpenFlow.
We chose Open vSwitch [4] which is a software switch implementation of OpenFlow to build the
virtualzed network.
3.1 OpenFlow Protocol and Open vSwitch
OpenFlow is the protocol through which we can retrieve the information of the OpenFlow switches
and set the behavior to the specic ows. OpenFlow decouples the control planes and the datapaths.
Open vSwitch has the follwing major two interfaces for software switches:
1. OpenFlow protocol interface: We can retrieve the statics data for bridges, ports, QoSs,
queues and so on through this interface. We construct the request packets, send them through
this interface and get the response packets from OpenFlow switches.
2. Open vSwitch Database (OVSDB) interface: Open vSwitch stores the information
of OpenFlow switches and their management data on the OVSDB. We communicate with
OVSDB by JSON-RPC [3] through the TCP socket. OVSDB create, delete and update the
data of the concrete OpenFlow switches, their ports, QoSs and queues keeping the integrity
of the data. OVSDB synchronize with the OpenFlow switches by the periodically polling,
however the consistency and the order of the operations are guranteed becaus it supports
transactions.
3.1.1 Flow Rules and Actions
OpenFlow switches have the ow tables which are set the pair of the packet matching rules and the
associated actions. Figure 3.1 presents the forwarding scheme of the OpenFlow switches. When
OpenFlow switches get the packets they match the rules they have and if they can nd the rules
they will process the packets in the way the associated actions present. Otherwise the switches
get the unknown packets and report them to the OpenFlow controller. The OpenFlow controller
determine the actions to deal with the packets and advertise the pair of the match rules created
based on the packets and action to the OpenFlow switches. The OpenFlow swithes notied the
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pair set the pair their ow tables and process the packets reported to the OpenFlow controller
based on the action on the ow tables.
OpenFlow Switch
in_port=1, action=enqueue:2:0
in_port=2, action=enqueue:1:0
.
.
.
in_port=29, action=enqueue:30:0
FlowTable
OpenFlow
Controller
3. Packet Out
Flow
Matched Packets
Unmatched Packets
1. Packet In 2. Set Flow Table Entry
Figure 3.1: The forwarding scheme of the OpenFlow switches
3.1.2 QoSs and Queues on Open vSwitch
OpenFlow protocol 1.1.0 supports QoSs and queues providing the interface to retrieve the statistics
data for them in its protocol [5]. It is also available to set the enqueue action in their ow rules.
Table 3.2 shows the OpenFlow enqueue action packet. We can specify the queue to which the
packets are enqueued and the port to which the packets will be forwarded after queueing.
type len port     pad                  queue_id
Figure 3.2: OpenFlow enqueue action packet
Figure 3.3 depicts the relationship between bridges, ports, QoSs and queues on Open vSwitch.
Each port is bound to a VM instance and the port has a QoS which has one or more queues. We can
congure the type of QoS, which is hierarchy token bucket (HTB) or hierarchical fair service curve
(HFSC), and set the maximum rate and minimum rate for the queues. We control the bandwidth
allocated for the tenant with these QoSs and queues changing the maximum rates based on the
trac demand from instances of each tenant.
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Figure 3.3: The relationship between bridges, ports, QoSs and queues
3.2 OpenFlow Controller
We use our own OpenFlow controller to manages the bridges, ports, QoSs and queues assigned
to the physical host serves the OpenFlow controller. It processes the packets reported from the
OpenFlow switches asynchronousely such as the creation, deletion and modication of bridges,
ports, QoSs and queues.
Although the OpenFlow controller has the potential for programmable newtwork construction,
it is beyond the range of this thesis to describe about the OpenFlow controller in details.
3.2.1 Connection Interface for Open vSwitch
Open vSwitch provides its control interface by JSON-RPC through the socket connections with the
encription scheme as we described in Chapter 3.1. Though we can manage virtual network interfaces
through this interface, the connection driver for Open vSwitch is required. We developed this
interface with transactions and thread-safe manner to communicate with OVSDB. And OpenFlow
protocol requires basically the natural number identier as its packet data, i.e., bridge numbers,
port numbers and queue numbers instead of bridge names, port names and queue UUID which are
human readable and default identiers on OVSDB. Hence we also added the utilities to convert
identiers and data on OVSDB into OpenFlow protocol formatted data. This interface used by
the controllers to manage the virtual interfaces on the physical hosts.
3.3 Virtual Bandwidth and Directory Service
We selected ZooKeeper [20] as the forementioned directory service in Chapter 2.2.1. ZooKeeper
can deal with from ten thousand to three thousand operations per second and replicate data among
replicate servers [20]. ZooKeeper gurantees the order of operation and the consistency the data
among replicas with ZooKeeper atomic broadcast. It also provides the le system abstraction for
data, event driven style callback programming model, and atomic multiple operations, which gives
ne grained data ow control among distributed OpenFlow controllers.
3.3.1 Virtual Bandwidth Data Model on ZooKeeper
ZooKeepr supports the le system abstraction for data management. Stored data are provided in
the form of the tree topology to the client. Compared with the le system, all data are nodes which
could have their children and every node can have its own data, which means all nodes are the
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directories and les at the same time in the point of view of the le system. Figure 3.4 draws the
data structure related to the DRL on the virtualized network. We grouped the rate limiters and
queues and let queues nodes are children of the rate limiter node as if the single rate limiter take care
of the ports assigned to the VM instances directry. Each queue represents the allocated bandwidth
for the associated instance and the rate limiter node hold the available bandwidth assigend to the
tenant.
Maximu rate
Offered Load
Loss Rate
Flow Demands
...
VirtualResource Id
Maximum rate
...
/rate_limiters
/rate_limiters/<ratelimiter uuid>
/rate_lilmiters/<ratelimiter uuid>/queues/<queue uuid>
/rate_limiters/<ratelimiter uuid>/queues
...
...
Ephemeral Node
Figure 3.4: The data structure of the rate limiting information on ZooKeeper
3.3.2 Data Modify Notication on ZooKeeper
ZooKeeper advertises the event on the data such as creation, deletion, modication on nodes to
the clients. As advertised the event, client will call the callback functions bound to the event.
We showed the callback style calculation in algorithm 1. The calculator starts to calculate the
maximum rates when it receives the update notication from ZooKeeper. First it acquires the
calculation lock and calculate the maximum rates based on the oered loads from the instances.
Then it updates the maximum rate of each port setting itself as the callback function if the rate
limiter is activated, otherwise it disables this recursive callback setting Nil as the callback function
and stop the calculation loop.
3.4 Rate Limiting with QoSs and Queues on Virtualized Network
As described in Chapter 2.5, Rate Limiter needs to retrieve statistics data and set the maximum
rates to the ports. Open vSwitch doesn't provide the interface for control maximum rates for the
ports, however it provide the trac control model with QoSs and queues.
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3.4.1 The Architecture of DRL on the Virtualized Network
In Open vSwitch, QoS is the denomination to control on the trac of the ports. We can specify
the maximum trac rate on the queues, however they slice the piece of available bandwidth from
their associated QoS. Technically, QoS is a root class of the Linux HTB or HFSC and queues are
the children of the root. Therefore we have to assign one QoS to each port. Each QoS can have at
least one queue and we can set the enqueue action to enqueue the packets of the specic ows into
the queues. Figure 3.5 depicts the detailed architecure of the DRL on the virtualized network.
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Calculator
VM VM VM VM
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Open vSwitch
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OpenFlow
Protocol
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Datacenter b
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Figure 3.5: The detailed architecure of the DRL on the virtualized netowork
As presented in gure 3.6, the OpenFlow controllers are embedded to each physical host serving
VM instances and ports assigned to the tenants. Each VM instance is bound a QoS with one or
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more queues. Packets of all ows go through the assigned queues if the demand is equal to or lower
than the maximum rate, otherwise the packts will be enqueued into the queues limited by their
maximum rate.
OpenFlow-base 
Network 
Controller
Rate Limiter
Open vSwitch
Virtual
Bridge
Virtual
Bridge
Virtual
Bridge
VM VM VM VM VM
OpenFlow Protocol
OVSDB
Flow
QoS
Queue
Figure 3.6: The local rate limiting implementation with QoSs and queues of Open vSwitch. Each
VM is bound to a QoS and the QoS has one or more queues.
On the xed time interval the rate limiters retrive the statistics data indicate the trac demand
for each instance and store the oered loads into ZooKeeper. The calculator watching the modi-
cation on the stored oered loads are notied the change on the data from ZooKeeper and calculate
the maximum rates for each instances base on the oered loads. As the calculator store the cal-
culated maximum rates back into ZooKeeper, ZooKeeper advertise the change on the maximum
rates to the rate limiters and the rate limiters set the maxium rates to the instances. Repeating
these process we achieve the DRL on the OpenFlow-based virtualized network.
3.4.2 Automaed QoS and Queue Assignement
We proposed the automatic applying of the DRL in Chapter 2.7. To achieve this automatic applying
we need to know the join and leave of the instances to and from the OpenFlow switches managed
by the OpenFlow controller. Upon the port is added, modied and deleted it suppose to send the
OFPT PORT STATUS message to the controller in the OpenFlow protocol. Notied the event on
the ports, the OpenFlow controller add the QoS and the queue, and bind them to the port which
is assigned to the instances.
3.4.3 Enqueue Action On Packet Comming
We need to set enqueue actions to created QoSs and queues for rate limiting. The Enqueue action
requires the identier of the queue through which the packets go and the identier of the queue
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where the packets are enqueued. OpenFlow switches notify the packet which does not match with
the entries on its ow table to the controller by the OFPT PACKET IN message.
Upon the controler receive the OFPT PACKET IN message contains the unkown packet, the
controller add new ow rule generated by the packet with enqueue aciton. The port number is
looked up with the destination of the packet and the queue number can be determined by the
source port entry on OVSDB.
3.4.4 OpenFlow Statistics Data Collection
We retrieve statistics data to observe the trac loads of the ports on the OpenFlow switches. Open-
Flow switches send back OFPT STATS RESPONSEmessages if they receive OFPT STATS REQUEST
messages asynchronously.
The OpenFlow controller sends the statistics request message creating the hash map which key
is the identier for the request and value is the blocking queue for the response in another thread.
When the OpenFlow contoller receive the resposne the controller reacts to the response and push it
to the queue. The thread waiting for the responsed by polling the blocking queue gets the response
and the rate limiter take the trac loads from the response.
3.4.5 The Maximum Rate Control on Open vSwitch
QoSs and queues on Open vSwitch supports maximum and minimum rates controled by the prop-
erty of the entry on OVSDB. Formentioned in Chapter 3.4.1, a QoS is the unit to control the
maximum bandwidth for the port. Queues share the maximum bandwitdh of the QoS and allocate
their maximum bandwidth from the QoS. Therefore on Open vSwitch interface model we need to
manage the maximum rates of both QoSs and queues.
3.5 Rate Limiter Implementation
Rate Limiter is implemented as a thread processed in the select loop shared with the controller. The
rate limiting is scheduled on the xed time interval and the procedure for settings of the maximum
rates to the switches are called when the maximum rates on ZooKeeper are modied. The controller
can manage the rate limiters with simple interface, init, start, stop and delete. We can initialize
the rate limiting environemnt with init call creating QoSs and queues and attaching them to the
ports. And then it is able to start and stop the rate limiting, although the calculation could be
keeping by the calculator. Finally, we can delete QoSs and queues created in the initialization and
completely abolish the rate limiting. Currently each rate limiter take care of the single tenant.
3.6 Calculator Implementation
Calculator is the totally individual process and watch the modication of the data on ZooKeeper. It
calculates the maximum rates in the event driven style when the data on Zookeeper are modied. To
react the data modications it sets the callback function which retrieve the rate limiting information
on ZooKeeper and claculate the maximum rates based on the rate limiting algorithms. Therefore
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it calculates the maximum rate unless the rate limiters stop performing rate limiting or it stop
the calculation by itself. The calculator proviedes few interfaces to initialize and destroy the rate
limiting information on ZooKeeper , stop the calculation and update the maximum rate assigned
to the tenant.
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Chapter 4
Evaluation
We evaluated our DRL system on the virtualized environment built with Open vSwitch. First, we
tested our system on the single physical host with four VMs and obsesrve whether their trac are
rate limited in the manner we proposed in Chapter 2.4. The metrics to evaluate the DRL are the
following elements:
1. Performance: This metrics shows whether the throughputs and latencies passed through
the DRL is torolable for the rate limited instances or not. In the equation (2.2), the left hand
side value should be approximated to the right hand side value as possible. In other words
the sum of thethroughputs of the instances passed through the DRL are better if they are
closer to the maximum bandwidth assigned to the tenant.
2. Consistency: All trac loads should gurantee the equations (2.1) and (2.2). The sum of the
allocated bandwidth to the instances assigned to the tenant by the end of the rate limiting
interval should never exceeds the maximum bandwidth assigned to the tenant. Further, the
sum of the allocated bandwidth to the instances on the physical host should never exceeds
the available bandwidth of the physical host.
3. Fairness: The bandwidth assigned for the tenant should be allocated for each instances
appropriately. If the sum of the demanded bandwidth by the instances does not exceed the
maximum bandwidth assinged to the tenant, the maximum rate of each instance is determined
based on the trac loads of the physical host. Otherwise the maximum rates should be
normalized by the maximum rate assigned to the tenant and allocated fairly following the
rate limiting policy such that the rate limiter divide the maximum rates based on the ratio
of trac load of each instances. If the demand of the trac loads the OpenFlow controller
manages exceeds the the physical host the rate limiter should keep the equation (2.3).
Table 4.1 gives the evaluation environment where the the tests run. The test program launches
the VM instances crating the QoSs and queues, and binds them to instances.
We use iperf to generate and evaluate the TCP and UDP trac.
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OS Ubunutu Linux 11.04 x86 64
CPU Quad core Intel Xeon E5620 2.4 GHz
RAM 16GB
NIC 1GbE
OpenFlow Switch Open vSwitch 1.2.2-1
VMM KVM with virtio
VM Ubuntu Linux 11.04 x86 64
Table 4.1: Evaluation environment
4.1 DRL in the Single Site
First, we tested the DRL with four VMs on the same host. Figure 4.1 depicts the netowork topology
of the test environment in the single site. Two VMs were data senders and other two VMs were
data receivers. Sender1 sends the packets to the receiver1 and sender2 sends the packets to the
receiver2. We assigned 100Mbps to the tenant as the virtual bandwidth launching VM instances
with KVM and attaching QoSs and queues to the VM instnces. Because 100Mbps trac does not
exceed the assigned maximum rates, the aggregated trac of the instances should be allocated in
the proportion of the demanded bandwidth to the instances.
Virtual
Bridge
VM VM
VM VM
100Mbpssender1 sender2
receiver1 receiver2
Figure 4.1: The network topology of the test environment in the single site
Figure 4.2 indicats the raw TCP trac without the DRL. They tends to be bursty and exceeds
the assigned virtual bandwidth.
4.1.1 DRL on the Same Physical Host in the Single Site
We tested our DRL system with the VM instances on the same physical host. First, sender1 and
sender2 generate the UDP tracs of 300Mbps and 200Mbps respectively for thirty seconds, and
then we changed the UDP bandwidth of the sender1 and sender2 to 400Mbps and 100Mbps and
sends the packets for thrity seconds. We also generate the TCP trac changing the number of
ows at the same proportion and the period as the bandwidths of UDP tracs.
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Figure 4.2: The raw trac of the instances
Figure 4.3 depicts the result of the estimation of the throughputs for the receiving instances.
It gives that the UDP tracs appear to be along with the ratio of the dmanded bandwidth of each
instances, however TCP tracs show complete dierent proportion of the demanded bandwidth.
In addition the throughput of the TCP tracs is much lower than we expected.
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Figure 4.3: The trac of the instances on the ratio-based rate limiting environment
Figure 4.4 depicts the aggregated bandwidth of the UDP and TCP tracs, which indicates
that the assigned maximum rate is saturated with UDP tracs, however the TCP tracs show the
about six times lower throughput than the maximum rate.
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Future Work
In this chapter we discuss about the design, implementation and evaluation results.
5.1 Performance Collapse of TCP Tracs
The result of the estimation in the gure 4.3 indicate that the TCP tracs do not follow the
assumed behavior of the ratio-based rate limiting. The UDP trac are rate limited in the well
behavior, however the TCP trac shows its low throughput suered from unstable trac loads.
We infer this is because the burstiness of the TCP tracs does not match with the drastically
change of the maximum rates caused by our naive ratio-based algorithms. In that case the packets
are dropped and retransmmitted again and again. To assert the correctness of this asssumption we
need to implement C3P and D2R2 [28] algorithms which incease and decrease the maximum rate
gradually based on the trac loads.
5.2 Fault Torelance of DRL
Fault torelance is a strongly demanded feature by the industry because the cloud services are
required to run avoiding large failures.
5.2.1 Fault Torelance of Directory Service
In our model the directory service must be fault torelant because it stores the critical information
for not only the rate limiting but the virtualized networking.Altough we chose to use ZooKeeper as
the centralized directory service, ZooKeeper nodes replicate the data among the replicated nodes
and avoid to be the SPoF. All data operations are advertised to replicated nodes via ZooKeeper
atomic broadcast protocol and keep the consistency and order of the data operations ??.
5.2.2 Fault Torelance of Calculator
The calculator is a process and it can be corrupted due to the failure of the physical machine which
serves it. As we described in 2.3, the calculator calculates the maximum rates assigned to the
tenant in the state less manner. The calculator does not need to know the state of the rate limiters
and it just calculate based on the information on ZooKeeper reported from the rate limiters.
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Threfore the fault torelance of the calculator can be achieved by the a number of multiplexed
calculators. The calculators try to connect to the ZooKeeper node and only one calculator can
transit to the calculation state. If one of them succeed to connect to ZooKeepr it will acquire
the lock on the calculation of the maximum rates until it complete the calculation. Otherwise the
calculators failed to acuire the lock try to keep ndng the dierent tasks.
5.2.3 Fault Torelance of Rate Limiter
The rate limiters can be broken because of the failures of the physical machines serve the rate
limiters. In this case the instances are also collapsed and it is necessary to detect the failures of the
instances and recover them. This can be achieved by the remove notication of the queue nodes in
the rate limiter data hiererchy from ZooKeeper. Queue nodes are ephemeral nodes which are deleted
automatically when the session of the nodes are expired. It is able to implement the monitoring
services to decect the instance failures, however we have to note that the monitoring services should
be also monitored. In addition the recover of instances is a technically challenge because we need
to keep the state of the instances by live migrations or synchronization mechanisms. We pose this
possibility as the future work.
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Chapter 6
Related Work
We describe about the previous works on the virtualized network and distributed rate limitng
comparing with our approach in this chapter.
6.1 Massive Scale Datacenters with Commodity Switches
Large scale datacenter network architectures such as Fat-tree [9], VL2 [18] and PortLand [23]
propose the distributed network topology to achieve the massive scale and cost eective datacenters
required by the cloud computing. They form a variant of the Clos network topology [13] with the
massive commodity switches and the trac spreading such as ECMP, VLB or their original routing
mechanisms. They achieve lower cost, more utilization, lower energy consumption, wasting fewer
heat and fault tolerance. In other words they proved that the network facilities are able to scale
out with commodity switches as well as computing and storage resources in today. Our target
deployment environemnt is such massive scale datacenters with commodity switches.
6.2 Software Dened Network
SDN technologies such as OpenFlow [22] emerged and led us to imagine about programming the
networks. Enabling us to change the topology or properties of the networks dynamically along with
the trac loads on the network, SDN is one of the feasible solutions for the network virtualization.
Onix ?? proposes the OpenFlow-based control stack for the large scale datacenters, which takes
the similar approch with our OpenFlow controller. However, Onix focuses on the management of
the network information base which is stored in the distributed Onix instances to track network
stats prividing APIs, and it does not support any QoS and DRL functions.
6.3 Distributed Rate Limiting
On the other hand Distributed rate control on the cluster based infrastrucres have appeared because
of the popularity of the cloud computing [24, 29, 25] and the demand for the controlling the network
bandwidth of the instances assigned to the tenant spreded in dierent locations.
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GRD and FPS are initially proposed solutions to apply DRL to the instances across dierent
locations. They pretends to share the single token bucket with instances on the dierent loca-
tions even though instances are decentralized communicating with other rate limiters via Gossip
algorithms.
In GRD each switches drop packets randomly if the aggregated throughput exceeds the max-
imum rate of the tenant. It simply emulate the centralized token bucket with the infomation
collected from each deployed rate limiter. Although GRD works appropriately, the datacenter traf-
c is characterized as \elephant and mice", which GRD is not always eective solution [24, 11]. of
the distributed system such as MapReduce [14], GFS [16], BigTable[12] and Dynamo[15]. These
distributed systems split large data into small chunks and apply comutation on them communicat-
ing with each other in the decentralized manner. On that workloads the trac among nodes tends
to be a large number, short live, lower bandwidth require ows and GRD equally drops packtes
of big, long live, high bandwidth comsuming and relatively fault tolerable elephant ows and mice
ows. This GDR's behavior introduces the unfairness on the datacenter environment.
In FPS rate limtiers determine the weighted maximum rate based on the ow proportion rather
than the trac loads to improve the unfairness to the trac of the distributed systems.
C3P and D2R2 introduce the improved rate limiting deriving from GRD and FPS [28] They
are well formed in mathematical way and providing the better fair share trac loads predicted by
the previoous trac loads.
These algorithms were implemented on the simulation software or physical switches with the
consensus algorithms. If we want to change the rate limiting algorithms we have to modify the
congurations of the physical switches manually or the specic over-engineeered automation tools.
Our approach is implemented on the OpenFlow switches without any modications on the switches
even if the rate limiting algorithms are changed because we decouple the rate limiting algorighms
and actual rate limiting mechanisms. The rate limiters can limit the maximum rates of the switches
in the stateless manner and never care about the actual calculation of the maximum rates. The
calculators calculate the maximum rates as well without any consideration the physical locations
where the instances assinged to the tenant.
6.4 Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation on Datacenter Network
Bandwitdh allocation for the datacenter network shared with tenants emerged to achieve the pre-
dictable performance and explicit charging on the network bandwidth.
Gatekeeper [26] and Seawall [27] introduce the bandwidth allocation on the physical host net-
work shared with some instances. They gurantee the bandwidth assigned to the instances and
provide work-conserving bandwidth sharing. If the aggregated bandwidth does not exceed the
available bandwidth, the instances which demand more bandwidth assigned to them can borrow
unused bandwidth form other instances. Hence they are focusing on keeping the constraints of
(2.3) and dierent from our approach. Our approach empasizes the constraint (2.2) and introduces
the possibility of slicing the bandwidth from the global available bandwidth assigning the virtual
bandwidth to the tenant.
However, these bandwidth allocation approaches are the complement of ours and we need
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these solutions to gurantee the performance on the virtualized network. In this situation the
location where the instances are mapped will have an signicant eects to the performance because
distributed systems indicate better performance if the nodes communicating with each other are
on the same rack. Oktopus [10] proposes the dynamic assignment of the instances to the tenant
based on the trac loads and available bandwidth on the phyisical machine.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
We proposed the highly automated DRL system on the virtualized network. This approach can
manage distributed instances migrating to the dierent sites fully automating the applying DRL
on join and leave of the instances. We expect this contributes to enhance the agility of the network
deployment on the cost eective and massive scale datacenter.
We showed the indirectly rate limiting by the QoSs and queues are achievable in the pro-
grammable behavior To prove our DRL sytem can deal with the massive scale datacenter network
our system need to be deployed and tested on the real workloads environment.
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